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Why Low-Code Development?
Let’s face it, IT organizations have huge 
challenges. Massive backlogs, fewer resources, 
more devices, and an ever-accelerating need to 
innovate. Traditional app development can no 
longer support the needs of the modern digital 
business.

You need a better way to deliver enterprise apps.



Speed and Power to Transform Your Business
Trusted by thousands of happy customers around the 
world, OutSystems is the #1 low-code development 
platform for enterprise apps.

With OutSystems, you visually develop your entire 
application, easily integrate with existing systems, 
and add your own custom code when needed. 
The impact - your development teams are more 
productive, and you transform your business faster.



Experience the OutSystems Difference
Crafted by engineers with an obsessive 
attention to detail, every aspect of our platform 
is designed to help you build and deliver better 
apps faster. No walls, no lock-in, no limits - just 
amazing high-performance apps that users 
love. From enterprise-grade scale and security 
to advanced mobile development, here are 
just a few reasons customers love our
low-code platform.

“We reduced our development hours
by 75% and got to market 3x faster

using OutSystems.” 
David Lightfoot, VP of Product Management, FICO

1. Unbeatable
Speed

5. Built-in
Security

2. Integration with
Everything

6. Massive
Scalability

3. Great UX
by Default

7. Unbreakable 
Deployment

4. Low-Code
Without Constraints

8. Metrics
That Matter

Visually develop your
full-stack apps fast and
deploy with one click

Ensure your apps are safe all the 
way from design to deployment 
with the latest security features

Easily connect your apps to
any system (yes, any)

Your apps will perform great 
regardless of number of users, 

complexity, or data volume 

Deliver beautiful native mobile 
experiences and responsive 

web apps with ease 

Error-free deployment of
your apps across cloud and
on-premises environments

Extend apps with your own 
front-end or back-end code,

no lock-in

Real-time performance 
dashboards to ensure an 

awesome user experience



The Proven and Trusted Low-Code Platform
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MatsSoft
MIOsoft

AgilePoint

Mendix

K2

Bizagi
Caspio

ServiceNow

Salesforce

Nintex

Appian

QuickBase

MicroPact

OutSystems

A Leader in The Forrester Wave™: Low-Code Development Platforms*

* The Forrester Wave™ is copyrighted by Forrester Research, Inc. Forrester and Forrester Wave™ are trademarks of Forrester Research, 
Inc. The Forrester Wave™ is a graphical representation of Forrester’s call on a market and is plotted using a detailed spreadsheet with 
exposed scores, weightings, and comments. Forrester does not endorse any vendor, product, or service depicted in the Forrester 
Wave. Information is based on best available resources. Opinions reflect judgment at the time and are subject to change.
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“OutSystems took our application 
ideas and gave us the platform to 

make them a reality.”

“Simple and Powerful.”
“Fantastic for rapid development

with control.”

“Love to develop with OutSystems.”
“OutSystems changed my life.”

“OutSystems allows me to focus on 
what I love, which is solving business 

problems for my clients.”

Contenders
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Enterprise Mobile Apps in a Fraction of the Time
Cut your mobile development time in half 
without compromising anything. Pixel-perfect 
UX, easy integration with any system, secure 
offline, one-click deployment, and more. 
Whether you’re building an enterprise-grade, 
business-to-consumer app or a complex field 
service solution, you can do it all incredibly fast.

Mobile Workforce App Made Easy

Three months was all it took AXA to 
build a new mobile and web 

front-end for brokers that cut service 
center calls and offered unique online 

self-service.

Mobile App Delivers Disaster Relief

To help coordinate logistics after 
disasters, Americares quickly built a 
full-featured mobile app with offline 
capabilities - and used it immediately 

for hurricane relief.

Mobilizing Enterprise Systems

Phasing out an old ERP, Vopak built 
a new mobile-ready system, giving 

employees immediate access to 
logistics processes worldwide.

Complex Business Goes Mobile

Charles River Labs rapidly automated 
their complex business processes 

with custom mobile and web apps, 
giving customers a real-time view of 

ongoing projects.

“Building a sophisticated insurance mobile application
is an immense job. Building it in 30 days gives
new meaning to the phrase: Time to Market.” 

Peter Phelan, CEO of International Services, Pacific Cross



Beautiful, Responsive Web Apps and Portals
OutSystems makes it easy to build web 
apps and portals that delight customers and 
streamline processes.  Unlock your back office 
and bring new solutions to market in a fraction 
of the time (and cost).

Amazing ROI

Ricoh replaced several disjointed 
applications with integrated web 

applications, recouping their costs in 
just six months - with an ROI of 253%.

Competitive Advantage

A new front-end interface for clients 
centralized claims handling while 
securely integrating with SAP and 

reducing claim resolution time 
by 30%.

Scaling to 12,000 Users

It took just three months for EMC to 
build an open contribution portal 
serving 12,000 engineers across 
hundreds of development labs 

worldwide.

Agile and Cost-effective

Worcestershire County Council 
replaced its legacy CRM solution with 

an agile digital solution that met its 
diverse needs - with an ROI of 442%.

“OutSystems gives us the ability to integrate all business 
processes in an extremely short time period

and in a highly flexible manner.” 
Marco Valkenburg, IT Manager, Van Ameyde
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Customer Success on a Global Scale
At OutSystems, ‘Happy Customers’ is not just a 
slogan - it’s why we exist. It inspires us, humbles us, 
and challenges us in all that we do. We build the 
best products, deliver over-the-top service, and 
make you successful, whether your organization
is local or global.

Offices in 
11 countries

Customers across 
43 countries

A global network of 
180+ partners


